MEMORANDUM

TO: Secondary School Principals of
Linamon NHS
Sultan Naga Dimaporo IS
Lala NHS
Diego H. Patigayon NHS
Magsaysay NHS
Panoloon NHS
This Division

FROM: ROY ANGELO E. GAZO
Schools Division Superintendent

SUBJECT: SUBMISSION OF DYNAMIC LEARNING PROGRAM PROGRESS REPORT

In order for this office to be updated with the ongoing implementation of the Dynamic Learning Program, you are hereby directed to submit the Progress Report as of March 19, 2019.

In accomplishing this report, kindly follow the enclosed Progress Report Format.

Deadline of submission will be on March 20, 2019 in soft (lrmdsldn@gmail.com and hard copy to Myles M. Sayre, PDO II (09171256968).

For information and proper guidance.

Encl: a/s
PROGRESS REPORT
DYNAMIC LEARNING PROGRAM

Program Summary:

*Objectives (narrative)

Data:
*Enrolment (recipient learners no. of male/female)
*No. of Teachers (name, learning area major, no. of years in the service and latest scholastic achievement)
*No. of Classrooms Use
*Classroom Schedule
*ISP Schedules
*Learning materials (teachers and learners)
*Incurred financial assistance (indicate the source of funds)

Achievements/Best Practices/ Implemented initiative/s for the program:

(Status on the Academic Performance of Learners (1st Qtr, 2nd Qtr, 3rd Qtr and 4th Qtr)

Challenges:

Learners:
Teachers:
Supervisors/Monitors:
Learning Resources:
Others:

Adjustments/ Action Taken (based on the challenges met):

*Comparative Data Issues and Action Taken (1st Qtr, 2nd Qtr, 3rd Qtr and 4th Qtr)

Recommendation:

Note: please include pictorial of DLP activities*with label

Prepared by: Approved by: Noted by:
School DLP Coor. School Principal PSDS